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An effective nonpharmaceutical intervention for influenza interrupts an exposure route that contributes significantly to infection risk. Herein, we use uncertainty analysis (point-interval method) and Monte Carlo simulation to explore the magnitude of infection risk and predominate route of exposure. We utilized a previously published mathematical model of a susceptible person attending a bed-ridden infectious person. Infection risk is sensitive to the magnitude of virus emission and contact rates. The contribution of droplet spray exposure to infection risk increases with cough frequency, and decreases with virus concentration in cough particles. We consider two infectivity scenarios: greater infectivity of virus deposited in the upper respiratory tract than virus inhaled in respirable aerosols, based on human studies; and equal infectivity in the two locations, based on studies in guinea pigs. Given that virus have equal probability of infection throughout the respiratory tract, the mean overall infection risk is $9.8 \times 10^{-2}$ (95th percentile 0.78). However, when virus in the upper respiratory tract is less infectious than inhaled virus, the overall infection risk is several orders of magnitude lower. In this event, inhalation is a significant exposure route. Contact transmission is important in both infectivity scenarios. The presence of virus in only respirable particles increases the mean overall infection risk by 1–3 orders of magnitude, with inhalation contributing ≥99% of the infection risk. The analysis indicates that reduction of uncertainties in the concentration of virus in expiratory particles of different sizes, expiratory event frequency, and infectivity at different sites in the respiratory tract will clarify the predominate exposure routes for influenza.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Though influenza pandemics remain significant threats to the public’s health,(¹,²) uncertainty persists over the predominate route of influenza transmission: (1) contact, (2) inhalation, (3) inspiration, or (4) direct spray. This information is less important to pandemic control when vaccines and antiviral medications are available, but the experience with 2009 H1N1 suggests that these pharmaceutical interventions may be delayed, inadequate, or ineffective.(³–⁵) In this context, nonpharmaceutical interventions—for example, frequent hand washing, surface disinfection, the use of respiratory protection, and increased social distancing—are important ways of controlling the pandemic.(¹) The selection of effective nonpharmaceutical interventions requires, however, understanding the contribution of each transmission route to infection risk.

Contact transmission involves the deposition of virus onto the eyes, nostrils, and/or lips from the
contact of virus-contaminated surfaces (e.g. fingertips), and subsequent transport of virus to tissues with the appropriate influenza receptors.\(^6\)\(^7\) Inhalation transmission involves the inhalation of influenza virus in respirable particles (aerodynamic diameters, \(d_a \leq 10 \, \mu m\)), which deposit throughout the upper and lower respiratory tract. Inspiration transmission involves the inspiration of particles \((10 < d_a \leq 100 \, \mu m)\), which deposit in the upper respiratory tract. Inhalation and inspiration are distinguished because the likelihood of infection in the lower and upper respiratory tract may differ due to the localization of receptors and temperature gradients.\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^10\)\(^11\) Direct spray transmission involves the projection of virus carried in cough and sneeze particles (generally \(d_a > 100 \, \mu m\)) onto the eyes, nostrils, and lips.

Experimental influenza research has focused on the effectiveness of nonpharmaceutical interventions,\(^14\)\(^15\)\(^16\)\(^17\) rather than the mechanics and magnitude of exposure by each route. In theory, the testing of interventions provides direct information about intervention effectiveness and the predominant exposure route. However, inference from these studies is limited by noncompliance of participants with the interventions, use of multiple interventions, crowding, study design, and specificity of study environments.\(^18\) We suggest that a more generalizable approach is to couple mathematical modeling and experimentation to determine the mechanics of exposure and route-specific infectivity. In this approach, the effectiveness of nonpharmaceutical interventions can be estimated for many environmental contexts, with consideration of the unique transmission aspects of novel influenza viruses.

Furthering this idea, we present an uncertainty analysis of an influenza transmission model previously developed by Nicas and colleagues\(^12\)\(^19\) for the context of a susceptible person attending a bed-ridden infector. We incorporate the analysis of uncertainty in model parameter values by Jones\(^20\) to extend the analysis presented by Nicas and Jones.\(^12\) Our objectives are to: (1) characterize the magnitude and uncertainty of infection risk in this context, (2) quantify uncertainty in predominant transmission route, and (3) identify parameters that determine the predominant transmission route.

2. METHODS

2.1. Exposure Model

The exposure model has been described in detail elsewhere.\(^12\)\(^19\) Briefly, a Markov chain describes the movement of virus between select physical elements (states) in a residential bedroom with a bed-ridden infector to estimate the exposure of the attender through contact and the inhalation of respirable virus-laden particles. Exposure via droplet spray and inspiration are modeled separately, as episodic events, due to the low frequency of close-contact during an emission event. Unlike previous implementations,\(^12\) the number of coughs with potential droplet spray and inspiration events is not fixed, but equals the number of coughs emitted in the contact period.

The different Markov chain states correspond to virus located in (1) room air, (2) textile surfaces near the infector, (3) nontextile surfaces near the infector, (4) the attender’s hands, (5) the attender’s facial membranes, (6) the attender’s lower respiratory tract, (7) virus rendered noninfectious by environmental degradation, and (8) exhaust airflow. Virus exchange between state 1 and states 2 and 3 by particle settling from air and resuspension into air, though we assume in this application that no resuspension occurs. Virus can exchange between state 4 and states 2 and 3 via hand contact with surfaces. Virus transferred to states 5, 6, and 8 cannot leave these states. Virus transfers from states 1–4 to state 7 when infectivity is lost. Transfer from state \(i\) to state \(j\) is described by a first-order rate constant, \(\lambda_{ij}\) (per minute). The probability of a virus moving from state \(i\) to state \(j\) during time step \(\Delta t = 1 \times 10^{-4}\) minute is computed using \(\lambda_{ij}\) and entered into the \((ij)\) cell of the one-step transition probability matrix \(P\), an \(8 \times 8\) matrix. After \(n\) time steps, the probability that an infective virus initially in state \(i\) is in state \(j = \{5, 6\}\) is the \((i, j)\) entry of the matrix \(P\) multiplied by itself \(n\) times, designated \(P_{ij}^{(n)}\).

The expected dose to the facial membranes, denoted \(E[D_3]\), and to the lower respiratory tract (e.g., inhaled respirable particles), \(E[D_6]\), after \(n\) time steps are computed as:

\[
E[D_3] = N_1 P_{15}^{(n)} + N_2 P_{25}^{(n)} + N_3 P_{35}^{(n)} ,
\]

and

\[
E[D_6] = N_1 P_{16}^{(n)} + N_2 P_{26}^{(n)} + N_3 P_{36}^{(n)} ,
\]

where \(N_1, N_2,\) and \(N_3\) are the initial virus loads in the room air and on textile and nontextile surfaces near the infector, respectively. The initial virus loads are equated with the steady-state virus loads. \(N_1\) is largely due to virus in respirable particles, while \(N_2\) and \(N_3\) are largely due to virus in inspirable and
larger particles emitted during coughs, which deposit rapidly onto surfaces near the emission point.\(^{[21]}\)

We assume that emission of virus by coughs occurs at interval \(\tau\) (minute), where \(\tau\) is the inverse of the cough frequency, with the first emission occurring at time \(t = \frac{1}{2}\tau\) minute after the attender enters the room. Thus, given \(K\) coughs, a total of \(K + 1\) intervals (\(K - 1\) intervals of length \(\tau\) minute and 2 intervals of length \(\frac{1}{2}\tau\) minute) are modeled. The total dose during the exposure period is computed as follows. At the time of room entry, \(t = 0\) minute, the theoretical steady-state values of \(N_i\) were assumed, and the model simulated for duration \(\frac{1}{2}\tau\) (\(n = \frac{1}{2\tau}\)) to compute \(E[D_1]\) and \(E[D_0]\), as in Equations (1) and (2). At time \(t = \frac{1}{2}\tau\) minute, the \(N_i\) are equated with the virus remaining in each state \(i = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}\) plus the virus emitted into each state by the first cough. Based on the size distribution of cough particles and uniform virus concentration, few viruses are emitted in respirable particles.\(^{[22]}\) Therefore, \(1 \times 10^{-4}\%\), \(90\%\), and \(10\%\) of emitted virus are apportioned to states 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The model is then simulated for duration \(\tau\) (\(n = \frac{\tau}{2\tau}\)), and \(E[D_2]\) and \(E[D_0]\) computed. This procedure is repeated for each cough plus the interval between the last cough and the end of the exposure period. The total dose is equated with the sum of doses resulting from each interval. For example, the total dose of the facial membranes is computed for \(K\) coughs \((K + 1\) intervals\) emitted during the exposure period:

\[
E[D_{||}]_{\text{total}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K+1} E[D_k]_k,
\]

where \(k\) indexes the intervals between coughs.

Infection risk is computed separately for each exposure pathway, under the assumption that a single influenza virus can infect the host with probability \(\alpha\):

\[
R = 1 - \exp(-\alpha f E[D]),
\]

where \(E[D]\) is the expected dose to the target tissue.\(^{[23]}\) The value of \(f\), the fraction of dose that moves from the target tissue (deposition site) to susceptible tissues (infection site), is included to account for the context of dose-response studies. For example, Alford\(^{[25]}\) inoculated influenza A directly onto naso- and oropharynx tissues, though in naturally occurring infection, only some fraction, \(f\), of inspired or sprayed virus would move from the facial membranes to these target tissues. Values for \(\alpha\) have been previously estimated by Nicas and Jones\(^{[12]}\) for human aerosol inhalation,\(^{[24]}\) human upper-respiratory tract inoculation,\(^{[25]}\) and guinea pig upper-respiratory tract inoculation.\(^{[26]}\)

The expected dose due to droplet spray and the inhalation of inspirable particles is computed by assuming the attender faces the infector at distance 0.6 m during a cough, and that particles with aerodynamic diameters \(d_a > 10 \mu m\) are emitted and spread as a 3-dimensional cone with a 60° angle, as measured in the plane.\(^{[19]}\) At this distance, if a cough particle is randomly located in the 0.38 m\(^2\) circle, the probability that it strikes the 15 cm\(^2\) membrane target is \(3.9 \times 10^{-3}\). The conditional risk of infection from a droplet spray event, \(R_{\text{spray}}\), is computed as in Equation (4), where the expected dose, \(E[D]\), is the product of the probability that one or more particles carrying different numbers of virus hit the target membrane and the number of virus in each particle.\(^{[19]}\) Denoting \(p_c\) the probability that the attender is in close contact at the time the infector coughs during each of \(K\) coughs, the infection risk is:

\[
R_{\text{spray}} = 1 - [1 - p_c \times R_{1,\text{spray}}]^K.
\]

The inhaled dose of inspirable particles \((10 < d_a < 100 \mu m)\), \(D_{1,\text{inspirable}}\), is computed based on the presence of 0.36% of virus emitted in a cough in inspirable particles,\(^{[22]}\) and inhalation of 50% of Inspirable particles in one breath.\(^{[19]}\) If the attender takes one breath after the cough, the infection risk from one cough, \(R_{1,\text{inspirable}}\), is computed using Equation (4), with \(E[D] = D_{1,\text{inspirable}}\). Infection risk is computed as with droplet spray (Equation (5)).

Overall infection risk is computed using an inclusion-exclusion formula.\(^{[19]}\) The model output is the overall infection risk, and the percent of infection risk contributed by each of the four exposure routes, where the percent infection risk equals the infection risk for each exposure route divided by the sum of the infection risks from all exposure routes.

### 2.2. Parameter Values

Exposure model parameterization is based on Jones.\(^{[20]}\) We use the nonparametric median cumulative distribution estimated by 2-stage Monte Carlo simulation, or 1-stage Monte Carlo simulation (inactivation in air, only), or the specified distribution and/or data when data were insufficient for Monte Carlo simulation (Table I).

Distributions describing inactivation rates in air, on textiles (porous substrates), and nontextiles (nonporous substrates) are based on data at all levels of relative humidity.\(^{[20,27,28]}\) The inactivation rate
on skin was based on two measurements by Bean et al.,(29) to which a normal (N) distribution was fit.

The efficiency of transfer of virus between surfaces upon contact is based on experimental data obtained by Bean et al.(29) We represent the transfer efficiency by a lognormal (LN) distribution, with geometric mean (GD) equal to the measured value and we assume geometric standard deviation (GSD) equal to 1.4. Because we use a LN distribution, the transfer efficiency is guaranteed to take positive values. Transfer efficiencies were assumed to be reciprocal, such that the efficiency of transfer from surface 1 to surface 2 equals the efficiency of transfer from surface 2 to surface 1.

Virus emission is modeled mechanistically, using the volume of respiratory secretions emitted in a cough, the concentration of virus in the respiratory fluids, and the frequency of cough. The latter two parameters are as characterized by Jones et al.(20) using clinical data by Trenor et al.(30) and Lee et al.(31) The frequency of cough is based on observed rates in patients with acute respiratory infection and pneumonia, as no data are available for influenza patients.(20,32−34) Nicas et al.(22) estimated 0.044 mL of fluid to be emitted during a cough, while Jones(20) estimated a total emission volume of $4.0 \times 10^{-4}$ during cough, based on particle size and number distributions measured by Chao et al.(35) We represent the emission volume as a uniform distribution over the range $[4.0 \times 10^{-4}, 4.4 \times 10^{-2}]$.

The rate of hand-to-face contact is based on the observations by Nicas and Best,(36) represented by the most likely Weibull distribution (Table I). Data are not available for rates of hand contacts with environmental surfaces. We assumed these rates were lognormally distributed with GSD = 1.4, and GM equal to the rates assumed by Nicas and Jones.(12)

Separate dose-response parameters are used for the inhalation route, for which infection may occur throughout respiratory tract ($\alpha_{\text{Inhale}}$); and contact, inspiration, and spray routes, for which deposited virus is transported to the upper respiratory tract ($\alpha_{\text{URT}}$). Analysis of human infectivity data has indicated $\alpha_{\text{Inhale}} = 0.18$ and $\alpha_{\text{URT}} = 5.7 \times 10^{-5}$ for doses reported as TCID$_{50}$.(12,25,24) Nasal instillation of influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2) in guinea pigs suggests $\alpha_{\text{URT}} = 0.16(12,26)$ We consider two infectivity scenarios: (1) equal infectivity, $\alpha_{\text{Inhale}} = \alpha_{\text{URT}} = 0.18$, and (2) unequal infectivity, $\alpha_{\text{Inhale}} = 0.18$, $\alpha_{\text{URT}} = 5.7 \times 10^{-5}$.

### Table I. Parameter Distributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>10th</th>
<th>50th</th>
<th>90th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emission variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus concentration$^{(20,30,31)}$</td>
<td>Nonparametric CDF</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cough fluid volume$^{(22,35)}$</td>
<td>Uniform [4.0 × 10$^{-4}$, 4.4 × 10$^{-2}$]</td>
<td>4.8 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>2.2 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>4.0 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cough frequency$^{(20,32−34)}$</td>
<td>Nonparametric CDF</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles (Porous substrates)$^{(20,29,37)}$</td>
<td>Nonparametric CDF</td>
<td>9.5 × 10$^{-4}$</td>
<td>7.5 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>9.5 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nontextile (Nonporous substrates)$^{(20,29)}$</td>
<td>Nonparametric CDF</td>
<td>2.53 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>7.17 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>1.80 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin$^{(29)}$</td>
<td>LN(GM = 0.0025, GSD = 1.4)</td>
<td>1.62 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>2.50 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>3.85 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin-to-textiles$^{(29)}$</td>
<td>LN(GM = 0.079, GSD = 1.4)</td>
<td>5.13 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>7.90 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>1.22 × 10$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin-to-nontextiles$^{(29)}$</td>
<td>LN(GM = 0.046, GSD = 1.4)</td>
<td>2.98 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>4.58 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>7.05 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin-to-skin$^{(29)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer efficiency (proportion)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-to-face$^{(36)}$</td>
<td>Weibull(1.28, 1.95)</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-to-textile$^{(12)}$</td>
<td>LN (GM = 1.0, GSD = 1.4)</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-to-nontextile$^{(12)}$</td>
<td>LN (GM = 0.50, GSD = 1.4)</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translocation $f_{\text{URT}}$</td>
<td>Uniform [0.001, 0.10]</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close contact probability ($\mu_c$)</td>
<td>Uniform [0.01, 0.10]</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fraction of virus deposited on facial mucous membranes that are transported to receptor sites in the upper respiratory tract is unknown. Aerosol inhalation dose-response studies define dose as the virus concentration in inhaled air, which is the unit in this exposure model. We assume, therefore, that some fraction of virus is transported into the upper respiratory tract: \( f = f_{\text{URT}} \sim \text{uniform } [0.001, 0.1] \). The factor \( f_{\text{URT}} \) is used for contact, inspiration, and spray exposures.

We assume that the probability that the attender is in close contact during a cough, \( p_c \), is uniformly distributed over the range \([0.01, 0.1]\). There is no observational data regarding the frequency of close contact during coughs, when spray and inspiration exposure may occur. The range has been chosen to reflect that the likelihood of close contact is small.

### 2.3. Model Simulation

The exposure model was simulated using point estimates for parameter values (i.e., 50th percentile), and Monte Carlo simulation. In each of the \( B \) Monte Carlo simulations, a value for each parameter was randomly sampled (probability sampling) and the model simulated. For parameters defined by nonparametric median cumulative distributions, a value was sampled randomly, with replacement. For other parameters, a random value was sampled from the specified probability distribution (Table I). First-order rate constants describing interzone virus transport, and initial loads computed using the 50th percentile parameter values, are presented in Table II.

### 2.4. Uncertainty Analysis

We used the point-interval method. All parameters are equated with their median values. For each parameter of interest, the model is first simulated with the parameter equated with its 10th percentile value, and the model output is denoted \( p_{10} \). Then, the model is simulated with the parameter equated with its 90th percentile value, and the model output is denoted \( p_{90} \). The magnitude and direction of the parameter’s influence on the model outcome is summarized in the ratio \( p_{90} : p_{10} \). If \( p_{90} : p_{10} = 1.0 \), then the parameter does not influence the model outcome. If \( p_{90} : p_{10} < 1.0 \), then the outcome decreases as the parameter value increases in value across the central 80% range of its probability distribution. If \( p_{90} : p_{10} > 1.0 \), then the outcome increases with increasing parameter values. The relative importance of each parameter is inferred from the magnitudes of \( p_{90} : p_{10} \).

### 3. RESULTS

When simulated with all parameters equal to their median values (Tables I and II), and an equal likelihood of infection for virus in the lower and upper respiratory tract (\( \alpha_{\text{Inhale}} = \alpha_{\text{URT}} = 0.18 \)), the overall risk of influenza infection is \( 1.5 \times 10^{-3} \), with the contact, inhalation, inspiration, and spray routes contributing 58%, <1%, <1%, and 41%, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Interstate Transfer Rate Constants (per minute)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \lambda_{1,4} = \lambda_{1,5} = 0, \lambda_{1,2} = 4.9 \times 10^{-3}, \lambda_{1,3} = 5.4 \times 10^{-4}, \lambda_{1,6} = 3.1 \times 10^{-4}, \lambda_{1,7} = 7.5 \times 10^{-3}, \lambda_{1,8} = 8.3 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \lambda_{2,1} = \lambda_{2,2} = \lambda_{2,5} = \lambda_{2,6} = \lambda_{2,8} = 0, \lambda_{2,4} = 2.8 \times 10^{-4}, \lambda_{2,7} = 7.2 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( \lambda_{3,1} = \lambda_{3,2} = \lambda_{3,5} = \lambda_{3,6} = \lambda_{3,8} = 0, \lambda_{3,4} = 4.0 \times 10^{-4}, \lambda_{3,7} = 2.2 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( \lambda_{4,1} = \lambda_{4,2} = \lambda_{4,6} = \lambda_{4,8} = 0, \lambda_{4,3} = 2.5 \times 10^{-1}, \lambda_{4,4} = 4.0 \times 10^{-2}, \lambda_{4,5} = 1.3 \times 10^{-2}, \lambda_{4,7} = 1.2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( \lambda_{5,1} = \lambda_{5,2} = \lambda_{5,3} = \lambda_{5,4} = \lambda_{5,5} = \lambda_{5,6} = \lambda_{5,7} = 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( \lambda_{6,1} = \lambda_{6,2} = \lambda_{6,3} = \lambda_{6,4} = \lambda_{6,5} = \lambda_{6,6} = \lambda_{6,8} = 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( \lambda_{7,1} = \lambda_{7,2} = \lambda_{7,3} = \lambda_{7,4} = \lambda_{7,5} = \lambda_{7,6} = \lambda_{7,8} = 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( \lambda_{8,1} = \lambda_{8,2} = \lambda_{8,3} = \lambda_{8,4} = \lambda_{8,5} = \lambda_{8,6} = \lambda_{8,7} = 0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial Virus Load (TCID<sub>50</sub>)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( N_1 = 4.7 \times 10^{-5} \times E = 1.7 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( N_2 = 125 \times E = 4500 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( N_3 = 45 \times E = 1600 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( N_4 = 0 \times E = 0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Given unequal infection likelihood in the lower and upper respiratory tract ($\alpha_{\text{Inhale}} = 0.18$, $\alpha_{\text{URT}} = 5.7 \times 10^{-5}$), the overall risk of influenza infection is $1.8 \times 10^{-6}$, with the contact, inhalation, inspiration, and spray routes contributing 15%, 73%, <1%, and 12%, respectively.

To illustrate interpretation of the p90:p10 ratios (Table III), consider the parameter virus concentration in expiratory fluid and equal infectivity. For the overall infection risk, p90:p10 = 3000, indicating that overall infection risk increases with the concentration of virus in cough fluid. For the percent of infection risk contributed by each exposure route, p90:p10 = 1.5 for the contact, inhalation, and inspiration routes, and p90:p10 = 0.36 for the spray route, which means that the contact, inhalation, and inspiration routes become increasingly important to infection risk, relative to spray exposure, as the concentration of virus increases. In contrast, when infectivity is unequal, increasing virus concentration in the expiratory fluid does not significantly alter the importance of the four infection routes (p90:p10 are closer to 1) due to the lower likelihood of infection through the contact, spray, and inspiration routes.

The risk of infection is approximately two orders of magnitude higher for equal infectivity than unequal infectivity. Monte Carlo simulation with equal infectivity predicts mean (median) $9.8 \times 10^{-2}$ (4.4 $\times 10^{-3}$), with 90% central range [$8.8 \times 10^{-6}$, 0.78]. Monte Carlo simulation with unequal infectivity predicts mean (median) overall infection risks of $3.8 \times 10^{-4}$ (2.8 $\times 10^{-6}$), with 90% central range [7.6 $\times 10^{-9}$, 8.4 $\times 10^{-4}$]. The contribution of spray and contact exposures are higher for equal than unequal infectivity (Fig. 1). In both cases, the inspiration route rarely contributes very much to the overall infection risk.

### 4. DISCUSSION

The exposure model predicts that the risk of influenza infection arising from a susceptible person...
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Fig. 1. Contributions of each exposure route to overall infection risk given the equal and unequal infectivity scenarios. The box delineates the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range.

attending a bed-ridden infectious person for 15 minute is relatively low on average, $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-4}$. However, Monte Carlo simulations indicate that some combinations of exposure parameters may yield upper-bound infection risks of 0.78. These risk estimates are in the same range, but not exactly equal to those reported by Nicas and Jones.\(^{(12)}\) One difference from those investigators in this work is that the number of potential inspiration and spray exposures equals the number of coughs per exposure period, instead of being fixed at three per exposure period. A limitation of the exposure model is the exclusion of influenza emission in exhaled breath,\(^{(40,41)}\) though virus emission through this route is low relative to the emission rates in the exposure model.

We considered two infectivity scenarios based on dose-response studies of influenza virus in humans (unequal infectivity scenario) and in guinea pigs (equal infectivity scenario). In general, infectivity data from human studies are preferred to animal studies, but the studies in humans, particularly of aerosol inhalation,\(^{(24)}\) are small and fitted dose-response parameters highly uncertain.\(^{(12)}\) As a result, we considered findings in guinea pigs\(^{(26)}\) to inform the selection of the infectivity scenarios. When virus is equally likely to initiate infection in the lower and upper respiratory tract, contact and spray exposure routes are more important to infection risk, and the risk of infection is several orders of magnitude higher than when virus is more likely to initiate infection in the lower than upper respiratory tract (Fig. 1). The risk of infection in the upper respiratory tract is influenced by the proportion of virus deposited on the exterior mucous membranes that translocates to susceptible tissues ($f_{URT}$), particularly in the equal infectivity scenario ($p_{90}: p_{10} = 7.8$). Given the sensitivity of infection risk and exposure route to these infectivity variables ($\alpha_{URT}$, $\alpha_{Inhale}$, and $f_{URT}$), and the localization and specificity of receptors for different influenza viruses,\(^{(7-11)}\) it would seem appropriate to explore the infectivity of novel influenza viruses.

Point estimates were used for the dose-response parameters $\alpha_{URT}$ and $\alpha_{Inhale}$ in our analyses, rather than distributions. In the estimation of these parameters from the human infectivity studies of Alford and colleagues,\(^{(24,25)}\) Nicas and Jones\(^{(12)}\) found $\alpha_{URT}$ and $\alpha_{Inhale}$ to not be statistically significantly different from zero, with 95% confidence intervals $[3.2 \times 10^{-5}, 1.2 \times 10^{-4}]$ and $(0.0, 0.68]$, respectively. Though $\alpha_{URT} = 5.7 \times 10^{-5}$ and $\alpha_{Inhale} = 0.18$ are the best estimates, the lack of statistical significance make it difficult to interpret the probability distribution of these values with confidence. Changing $\alpha_{URT}$ 4 orders of magnitude between the unequal and equal infectivity scenarios (a larger change than anticipated by the 95% confidence interval) increased overall infection risk 2–3 orders of magnitude, and increased
the median contribution of contact transmission from 50% to 95% (Fig. 1). This result indicates that variability in the dose-response parameters is an important determinant in influenza transmission, but given the general insufficiency of available human infectivity data, we judged that the analysis of uncertainty in influenza infection risk from exposure and environmentally related variables to be a more important contribution at this time.

Our uncertainty analysis identified emission variables as strongly influencing the magnitude of infection risk for both infectivity scenarios (Table III). Of the emission variables, only cough frequency alters the relative contributions of the exposure routes (increasing cough frequency increases the contribution of the inspiration and spray routes). The emission of influenza virus from infectious persons, however, remains poorly understood. Though cough is frequently noted amongst influenza patients, cough frequency has not been documented. Herein, we used the analysis of Jones, based on observations in persons with acute respiratory illness and pneumonia, where the median cough frequency is 38.5 coughs per hour. The small p90:p10 ratios for cough frequency and contribution of contact transmission indicates that lower cough frequency is most strongly associated with increased contact transmission. Characterization of expiratory particle size and count distributions has been based on observations of healthy persons. Persons with influenza may emit more or less volume.

An assumption of the exposure model is that the number of virus per unit volume of expiratory fluid is uniform across the expiratory particles. Studies of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, though limited by the experimental apparatus, suggest that pathogens are more frequently in respirable than larger cough particles. Influenza virus in exhaled breath particles is predominately isolated from particles <0.01 μm in diameter, and these particles are formed by the breaking of fluid films or bubbles during the opening of terminal airways during inhalation. Cough particles, however, form from wind shear in the respiratory tract, and Morawska has hypothesized that this formation mechanism means that the number of pathogens in an expiratory particle will depend upon where in the respiratory tract the particle was formed, and the site of infection. We explored this idea in our model by assuming that 90% of the emitted virus was in respirable particles. Monte Carlo simulation predicts (for both equal and unequal infectivity) the mean (median) infection risk to be 0.53 (0.52), with the inhalation route contributing >99% of the infection risk. The value of 90% was chosen to represent an extreme value, but is not inconsistent with the finding that 65% of influenza viral RNA emitted in coughs was in particles with aerodynamic diameters <4 μm. The alteration in magnitude of infection risk and predominant exposure route indicates that further study should be initiated to characterize the distribution of virus in expiratory particles.

Studies of influenza transmission in guinea pigs have found that warm (30°C), humid conditions (80% RH) reduce transmission via the aerosol route (e.g., inhalation of respirable particles), but do not decrease transmission when susceptible and infectious animals are placed in the same cage (e.g., all possible routes). Though we have not explored the influence of temperature and humidity in particular, our results are consistent with these findings. The uncertainty analysis shows that increasing inactivation rates in air decreases the contribution of inhalation exposure to infection risk (Table III), and laboratory studies of influenza virus aerosols have associated increased temperature and humidity with increased influenza inactivation.

Our results provide qualitative insight into the effectiveness of control measures. Given the uniform distribution of virus across expiratory particles by volume, we found spray exposure to contribute significantly to infection risk in the equal infectivity scenario (Fig. 1a). Covering the nose and mouth during coughing and sneezing prevents the projection of virus-laden particles into the environment, while the use of a face shield or respirator by the susceptible person prevents deposition of projected particles. Frequent hand washing, which removes infectious virus from the hands, and reduction in hand-to-face contacts (p90:p10 >1.0, Table III) can interrupt contact exposures. Given the contribution of contact transmission to the overall infection risk (Fig. 1), hand washing and contact reduction may be important interventions. We found that inhalation exposure contributes significantly to infection risk in unequal infectivity scenario (73% given median values; Fig. 1b), and when influenza virus is predominately in respirable particles (>99%). Inhalation exposure can only be interrupted by the use of respiratory protection, but respirators simultaneously prevent the spray, inspiration, and contact-related deposition of virus in the mouth and nares.

Modeling studies by Wein and Atkinson have found that inhalation of respirable particles is
the predominant route of influenza exposure, and that N95 respirators are the key infection control measure. The infectivity assumptions used by Wein and Atkinson\(^{55}\) are similar to the unequal infectivity scenario here, but their model utilized a composite parameter reflecting virus transfer that is two-orders of magnitude lower than the equivalent rate estimated by Nicas and Jones,\(^{12}\) and lower than most values estimated in the Monte Carlo simulations herein. It is, therefore, unsurprising that we find a greater role for contact transmission of influenza. Given current uncertainties in exposure-related variables and infectivity, the predominant route of exposure is uncertain, and the magnitude of infection risk highly variable. Our analysis supports the idea that uncertainties may be reduced by experimental investigation of: the concentration of virus in expiratory particles of different sizes, the frequency of expiratory events, frequency of close expiratory events, and the infectivity of virus strains at different sites of the respiratory tract.
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